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Critical events marked 2012, linking the concerns of our partners and the international release of
MM Robin’s film, Crops of the future, which SOS Faim Belgique co-produced. Highlighting the
key role of farmers for the future of humanity, the film’s message coincided with the agenda of the
International Forum in Dakar in November 2012. This was attended by representatives of rural and
farmers’ organisations from ROPPA affiliated national platforms. It ended with an important statement: “To feed the country, we should build on and support family farms.”
After three days of vigorous discussions, the conclusions participants relayed echoed the results of
several years of field studies and highlighted a reality still neglected by policy makers, both at the
national level and by international institutions: “Family farms are the main providers of food and
wealth in West Africa.”
Their critical importance derives from their multiple functions, “they make the greatest contribution to food security and food sovereignty, they manage natural resources, and create and maintain
decent jobs in West Africa; they are the highest performing at a global level in several agricultural
sectors thanks to the adoption of innovative technologies in partnership with research; and, have
greatly contributed to the mobilisation of farmer and agricultural producer organisations and other
stakeholders in order to reform sector policies affecting agricultural and rural development.”
Based on these observations, the participants underlined the progress that family farms still need to
make to increase their contribution across the agricultural spectrum, whether that means feeding
people, creating wealth and jobs, or sustainably managing natural resources.
However, the consolidation of the potential of family farms is threatened by events reported during the same forum, such as the process of grabbing natural resources (land, water, forests and so
on) on behalf of predatory actors, who support agro-industry, but also by policy choices and public
investment that prioritise agribusiness, or even by development programmes drawn up without
consultation nor negotiation with farmers’ organisations that represent smallholder farmers.
In fact, most published studies on the phenomena of land grabbing and the privatization of commonly held property, in particular by the World Bank in 2011 and the ILC (International Land Coalition) in 2012 highlight this danger, but instead of trying to explain the mechanisms at work, many
maintain the idea that the existence of very large companies and small-scale producers is possible
and desirable, omitting to say that the development of the former is a major cause of the latter’s ruin.
The UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food, O. de Schutter repeats this ceaselessly: “The issues of social justice and protection of small farmers have not been sufficiently emphasized in the
definition of international trade rules which have mainly benefited agro-exports and large producers, never small-scale producers because not only has market access not been easy, but they have
also been victims of dumping in their own market, which has often led to their being ruined and
has confined them to subsistence agriculture. It is this logic that we must now try to question.”
For SOS Faim and its partners, putting smallholder farms centre-stage is a major part of the focus of
their activities both in the North and the South, as it is from their fields that the crops of the future
will come.

Thierry Defense,
Director SOS Faim Luxembourg
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Freddy Destrait,
Secretary General SOS Faim Belgique

Strategy

An action-oriented dialogue
The partnerships that
SOS Faim and its partners in Africa and Latin
America build are not
limited to the financial
support negotiated in the
programmes presented
and implemented by local
organisations.

A living partnership includes moments
of joint reflection, of debating the sets
of challenges and directions to be taken
against them. SOS Faim and its partners
regularly organise seminars together on
the central themes of their joint work.
In order to focus work on specific contexts, these seminars are often held on
the specific issues in a region.

© SOS Faim-ML.

With this in mind, a few months ago,
SOS Faim and the Network of Farmer
organisations and Agricultural Producers of Africa (ROPPA) organised a seminar on grain production in the region.
Cereals are at the heart of rural development, they are as central to agricultural
production and development as they
are to culinary traditions and habits. The
severity and repetition of food and nutrition crises in West Africa led ROPPA
and SOS Faim to join forces to reflect
and make proposals for developing the
cereal sector in the region. A summary
of this important analysis and reflection
work at the seminar organised by SOS
Faim and ROPPA, in collaboration with
Bureau Issala and LARES, was published
in 20121.The main conclusions of this
seminar have been and will continue to
guide SOS Faim’s work.
1: Les céréales au cœur d’une Afrique de l’Ouest
nourricière. ROPPA, SOS Faim, Bureau Issala, Lares,
2012. Downloadable report in French: http://www.
sosfaim.be/pdf/publications/divers/sos-12-cerealesfr13.pdf
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Strategy
“The recurring crises mainly highlight the
risks of too great a food dependency in
West Africa. Indeed, while the regional
economy relies heavily on agriculture, the
region still imports a large part of its food,
particularly cereals. Improving the productivity of grain production is therefore
a major challenge in terms of the food security and sovereignty of the area.
Sustainable improvement of grain production involves working simultaneously on various aspects:
in a stable environment. This involves securing economically viable land for farms (farmers
must be able to make a decent living
from the work they do);
Enabling farmers to farm

The adoption of technical itineraries in
order to intensify production in a sustainable manner;
Risk reduction through

the introduction

of insurance schemes;
Facilitating access

to seasonal finance

and investment;
Market regulation

to reduce price vola-

tility.
Market regulation and reducing price
volatility are matters of general interest to both producers and consumers.
Trade in agricultural products cannot
be compared to trade in just any other
market.
The future for agriculture and farmers
in West Africa has not yet played out.
Several futures are possible taking into
account the constraints, including agroecological and demographic ones. A
specific context too, in which the uncertainties regarding the evolution of
world markets loom large, such as the
ability to enact fair trade rules that are
accepted by all, as well as with regard to
development funding.
If farmers’ organisations want to avoid
the total or partial advent of these
scenarios (...) (the end of small-scale
farming), they must go further in modernizing family farms and promoting
the ecological and social benefits of
sustainable agriculture. To do so, they
must demonstrate their ability to organise and make alliances to change public opinion, increase pressure on policy
makers and maintain a thorough and
4
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sustained dialogue with sub-regional
institutions and with their governments.
Many years ago, SOS Faim chose to
support these men and women who
mobilise, organise and join forces and
intelligence to keep their hands on the
tiller that determines the configuration
of the West African agriculture of tomorrow.“

Distribution of transfers
Amounts allocated in € per country
in 2012
Grand total 7,367,295
Total Africa 5,547,449
West Africa 86,000
Eritrea 126,000
Cameroon 192,517

Diverse support

Benin 198,000

59 partners in 2012 benefited from financial support given by SOS Faim. This
support is completed, within the framework of a partnership dialogue, through
exchanges, advice, and shared reflection that contribute as much to the consolidation of the partnership as to the
strengthening of each organisation.

Niger 204,339

35 partners in 9 African countries and
18 partners in 3 Latin American countries. West Africa alone receives 51% of
funding.

Senegal 803,940

19 partners, and 3 million members,
benefit from funding aimed at improving rural policy and regulatory frameworks; 20 partners work on the issue of
access to finance in 11 countries, more
than a million people are members and/
or clients of the institutions involved;
23 partners are involved in various productive sectors and provide services to
nearly 950,000 people.

Ethiopia 397,121

DRC 656,533

Burkina Faso 1,155,835

Mali 1,727,164

Total Latin America 1,744,113
Ecuador 228,688
Bolivia 614,068

Peru 901,357

Monitoring
and evaluation 75,733

Partnerships

Africa
While all the SOS Faim organisations’ partners cannot be discussed in depth in the following pages, we strive
to give some exposure to all of them and their most important activities of the past year through our various
other publications. Each is the subject of an expanded presentation on our website: www.sosfaim.org

Partners without borders

APESS (the Association for the Promotion of Livestock in the Sahel and Savannah), which promotes the implementation of innovative achievements
aimed at improving the living conditions
of farmers in West and Central Africa
continued an ambitious cross-country
action research project on agro-pastoral
production and another on education
among the nomads. With a view to improving farmers’ access to finance, in
2012, SOS Faim funded a study on the
establishment of a microfinance institution by APESS Cameroon.

Building up activities in Benin
Besides supporting Renaca, SOS Faim
also supports Anoper, the country’s only
organisation defending the rights of livestock farmers, and since 2012, SOS Faim
has also established a new partnership
with REPAB, the Pineapple Producers
Network of Benin. In light of the economic potential of the pineapple industry in southern Benin, SOS Faim began
its support in order to strengthen this
organisation that represents 1,600 producers (of whom 65% are smallholders with sub-1 ha farms), and develops
cost-effective services to promote the
production of this popular fruit.

In Burkina Faso,
food security is the priority
The Network of Food Security Granaries (R-GSA) is a network of 382 rural
community shops set up by 64 unions
of Naam groups with the support of

© SOS Faim-ML.

Within the West African sub-region,
SOS Faim supports representatives from
seven national platforms affiliated to
ROPPA so that they can participate in
lobbying the EU-ACP Joint Parliamentary Assembly, providing an opportunity
for representatives of farmers’ platforms
to meet European policymakers outside
the officially arranged encounters.

their federation, FNGN, to ensure rural
access to basic commodities at affordable prices, especially during the lean
and rainy seasons. To support the GSAs,
SOS Faim set up a fund for them to
draw on, which it further contributed
to, in 2012. Support for procurement
and facilitation of group purchasing operations based on the needs of several
neighbouring GSAs are other services
that FNGN provides to its granaries. In
the context of the scarcity that characterised the beginning of 2012, this function was crucial.
Due to the growth of its activities and its
significant contribution in the management of the food crisis in 2011-2012,
R-GSA has attracted increasing interest
and recognition from local authorities
and various development agencies, even
at the sub-regional level (ECOWAS).
Meanwhile, the microfinance services
provider UBTEC (Union des Baoré Tradition Epargne Crédit), has continued to
expand.

The Farmer Confederation of Faso
(CPF), the Burkina Faso national platform and member of ROPPA aims to
represent the farmer movement. Representing 14 national federations, most
linked to individual sectors, CPF conducts advocacy work that is particularly
focused on the development of the
new agricultural bill, the bill on the revision of the Land Law, the finalisation
of the National Plan for the rural sector (PNSR), as well as the EU consultation under the 11th EDF. Defending food
sovereignty and an agricultural model
based on family farms are the reference
points for its advocacy work.

Cameroon: the rural engine
drives development
SOS Faim supports the communication
work of SAILD through the publishing
and distribution of the monthly newspaper “La Voix du Paysan” (LVDP) and
its English version “The Farmers’ Voice”
(TFV) (7,000 and 2,000 copies, respectively).The technical topics discussed
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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and tips given in these publications have
a loyal readership in the rural development milieu. SOS Faim Luxembourg
supporters and donors who visited our
partners in Cameroon, were very impressed with the quality and importance
of LVDP/TFV on the ground, and upon
their return took the initiative to launch
a sponsorship drive to provide subscriptions to new readers. SAILD also benefited from exceptional funding from
the City of Luxembourg to support the
Bangoua mutual health society in the
western region.

The social performance
of microfinance in Ethiopia
In 2012, SOS Faim started a new partnership with Hundee, an NGO working
in rural parts of Oromia region, which
implements women empowerment projects with a view to gender equality.
Hundee’s strategy involves strengthening the productive base of marginalized
community groups to improve their
income; facilitating behaviour change
through the establishment of discussion
groups and awareness workshops; and,
lobbying work that targets decisionmaking authorities in order to overturn the main constraints to women’s
empowerment. 800 women received
training in credit management and the
savings mobilised by these groups has
been supplemented from a credit fund
managed by the NGO.
The credit portfolio of Buusaa Gonofaa
(BG) has doubled over the past 3 years
and now exceeds the symbolic threshold of ETB 100 million, or €4,255,000:
Buusaa Gonofaa now joins the club of
large Ethiopian MFIs, which is dominated by government backed institutions. This new status is also reflected in
its number of clients (more than 70,000
by end 2012) by which measure Buusaa
Gonofaa is the largest of the private
MFIs. Given the improved performance
of its portfolio, the institution decided to
reduce the interest rate on its most popular credit line. Building on these many
successes, Buusaa Gonofaa wanted to
strengthen its presence in one particularly rain starved area which had historically been poorly-serviced with credit.
Strong capital growth and geographic
expansion marked SFPI’s year, with the
opening of a twelfth rural branch in
6
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Amhara Region. At the same time, SFPI
has sought to maintain its quality of
service: another of its agencies has received the internal quality label. 53% of
SFPI’s 36,751 clients are women. Other
MFI partners, Harbu Microfinance and
DECSI, have continued developing, as
has FC which is working to establish a
network of farmers’ groups.

Eritrea: reservoirs for agriculture
The aim of the programme, which began in 2007 but experienced many delays, was to build an irrigation system
and solve the problems reported in existing schemes. Construction of the new
irrigation scheme at Haterdwar, began in
December 2010. In late 2011, the central government decided that all existing
projects should be wound up in 2012.
In consultation with the local partner, a
decision was taken to limit the activities
originally planned for 2012 to the completion of the work begun at Haterdwar.
The construction work has been completed and the administrative unwinding
of the partnership is under way.

In Niger, partners cushion
the impact of the food crisis
SOS Faim continued to support the
Federation of unions of rice producer
cooperatives (FUCOPRI), an umbrella
organisation comprising 11 farmers’
unions of 37 cooperatives and eight
groups of women parboilers who became members in 2012, representing a
total of 26,010 managers.
In 2012, heavy flooding resulted in significant damage to irrigated areas. At
FUCOPRI’s request, SOS Faim agreed
that 30% of its annual grant be reallocated to renovating the flooded areas
(cleaning, drainage, channel repairs and
so on). These events did not prevent
FUCOPRI from continuing its institutional strengthening initiatives across its
various entities and improving services
to its members:

Mali: FAIR’s new ambitions
The FAIR programme (creating, implementing and managing a Rural Initiatives Fund in Mali), which aims to
improve access to financial services tailored to the needs of rural populations
in the Office du Niger zone, will result in
the provision of savings and credit products. These will be offered through the

creation of an agency (Niono) and three
permanent branches opened by Kafo
Jiginew in the area, primarily for the benefit of members of the Copon network,
the group of farmer organisations in the
Office du Niger. Despite the difficult
situation in Mali, financial activity continued in 2012, albeit at a slower pace.
Outstanding year-end loans amounted
to FCFA 1,421,887,685, cumulative
loans granted between 2009 and 2012
amounted to FCFA 3,342,236,132 (€5
million), the total number of credit recipients reached 9,054 and membership
exceeded 6,700.
CNOP resumed its leadership on issues
concerning the Agricultural Orientation
Law (LOA), it has also set up a group
called “Malian Convergence against
Land Grabbing (CMAT.)” CMAT aims to
improve the response to the phenomenon of land grabbing.

Democratic Republic of Congo:
affirmation of the farmer
movement
PAIDEK reached a significant milestone
in 2012 with the adoption of new articles that conform to future legislation.
These are currently awaiting government approval. Despite a period of insecurity, PAIDEK has managed to increase
its outstanding loans and has maintained international standards in terms
of portfolio at risk (4.3%).
Of note is its leadership and regional
representation role with regard to the
new legislation on microfinance.
The organisation works with GAMF,
which has continued its programmes
doing technical capacity building and
strengthening networks of microfinance
actors in South Kivu by offering numerous workshops and courses. Having assumed a role representing microfinance
actors in South Kivu (a 16 member network of MFIs), it is a privileged interlocutor of the Central Bank.
CENADEP continued strengthening
its provincial farmer movement in the
Bas-Congo, called FOPAKO (Central
Kongo Farmer Force).Today FOPAKO
has its statutes and rules of procedure
and is recognized by the national and
provincial authorities as an agriculture
and rural entity. This umbrella organisation currently covers 65 unions of 613
unions, which have 29,611 members.

53% of the membership is female. The
organisation has an office in Matadi
with a permanent team of five people.
As part of its work with Alliance Agricongo, SOS Faim jointly funded four
sub-committees that drafted measures
for applying the new farm bill in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. As part
of their advocacy on behalf of farmers’
organisations, the newspaper “La Voix
du paysan congolais” and CENADEP,
which supports the Association of Agricultural Journalists of Congo (AJAC),
were leading actors.
Coopec Mayombe has also benefited
from a marked improvement in its management. Already strengthened, from an
institutional stand point, by the development of a five-year business plan, Coopec
Mayombe continues to receive support,
including from an expert in microfinance,
to enable it to meet the new recommendations of the Central Bank of Congo.
Support for the top tier of farmer organisation has been in the form of organisational assistance and the provision of
a heavy goods vehicle to facilitate the
sale of produce. Several workshops
have been held to lay the foundations
of support for the rice industry in the
territories of Seke Banza and Lukula.

The year 2012 marks the implementation of a new strategic plan for FONGS,
entitled “Improving the long-term capacity of family farms to feed Senegal and
contribute to wealth creation.” In a more
favourable political context, considerable
progress has been made by the independent farmer movement, in particular
with regard to recognising the right of
states to food sovereignty, the role of
family farms, and the capacity of farmer
organisations to contribute to the definition and implementation of policies.
FAPAL’s main activities of a political nature have been its participation in and
facilitation of a consultation process for
twenty-two farmers’ organisations and
fifteen microfinance institutions in Louga region. FAPAL continued its financial
support for members. In 2012, FAPAL
developed a project to set up a certification system for agricultural products,
including storage and warrantage, in
Louga, together with the various stakeholders concerned. This project will

© SOS Faim-ML.

Senegal: Focus on family farms

enhance and secure the production,
processing, storage and marketing of
agricultural products on a sustainable
basis and it will ensure access for poor
urban consumers, thanks to the availability of a formal guarantee allowing
farmers to draw credit for activities outside the agricultural seasons.
As part of their agreement, SOS Faim is
enabling EGAB to promote the modernization/transformation of small breeders
while preserving their identity and social
cohesion. EGAB is also building its influence at the community and family level
by promoting good practices of care
and use of land and natural resources.
2012 was marked by the strengthening of CNCR’s position on the national

and international stage. Indeed, the
CNCR has greatly improved its visibility
through events such as the International
Forum entitled “Family farms are the
main providers of food and wealth in
West Africa”, held in November 2012,
for which the organisation received SOS
Faim’s support.
PDIF’s microcredit activities contribute to
the fight against poverty by facilitating
women’s access to credit to finance businesses with the establishment of a Fund
for Female Entrepreneurship and a Regional Solidarity Fund. During the 2012
fiscal year, PDIF has granted a total of
€307,055 in funding, of which €68,150
went to 63 women entrepreneurs.
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Latin America
Bolivia:
a very active farming sector

Ecuador:
a growing informal economy

In 2012, SOS Faim supported six partner organisations, 5 of whom are headquartered in La Paz, but have activities
in most of Bolivia’s rural departments.
Two of the partners are the subject of a
brief presentation in these pages.

Centro Andino de Acción Popular,
(CAAP) continues to support a network
of small and medium-sized rural credit
unions. They have been governed since
2012 by the new law for the informal
sector and solidarity economy. Some of
the unions have still not complied entirely with the law’s stipulations. CAAP’s
support in 2012 consisted of enhanced
technical assistance to six cooperatives
that needed further strengthening. End
of 2012, these six unions representing
21,591 members (46% women) had a
loan portfolio totalling US$14,275,000
and savings of US$10,139,000. In addition, support for the new second tier
savings & credit cooperative, “Alternativa Cooperativa de Acción Popular”
which has 14 member cooperatives
(56,108 core members, not counting
the 240,000 members of the Coop Azuayo Garden, the largest cooperative
in rural Ecuador who is also associated
with the project) has been achieved.
The aim of this cooperative is to refinance small and medium-sized cooperatives and pool non-financial services.

RED OEPAIC, a network of economic
organisations of artisanal producers of
products with a cultural identity, which
includes 12 associations (one more
joined in 2012) representing 3,203
families of artisans. 85% of members
are women. Its activities, aimed at
strengthening the sector, fall into two
categories: defending the interests of
rural artisans and supporting the production, management and marketing of
handicrafts. Following active lobbying
by the network, the law for the promotion and development of handicrafts
was enacted and RED OEPAIC will now
work to have the law’s concrete measures implemented as rapidly as possible.
The network’s support to the handicraft
sector has been in the form of training
to improve production and the management of associations, helping them participate in trade fairs and drawing up a
market survey and sales strategies for its
members and the provision of a revolving fund for its members to facilitate the
process of bringing product to market.
4 additional associations benefited from
these services in 2012.
SOS Faim works with an NGO called
CIUDADANIA on projects to encourage the local economic development
process in four rural municipalities in
the department of Cochabamba. Four
consultation forums between public
authorities and producer associations
have been established. One of their
goals is to run a participatory selection
process for choosing projects to support: 14 production-oriented projects
were co-funded in this manner in 2012,
benefiting 303 families (over half headed by women). Local governments are
also involved in these projects providing technical support to producers and
funding on average 20% of the cost of
the supported initiatives.
8
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Through its support of CEPESIU, SOS
Faim has on the one hand been helping promote the Sociedades Populares de Inversion (self-managed credit
schemes). 101 new SPIs have been set
up since the programme’s inception,
which have granted loans to 3,115 beneficiaries. On the other hand, SOS Faim
has helped improve the productive capacities of 107 producers.

Peru: intense lobbying efforts
CONVEAGRO (National Convention
of Peruvian Agriculture) is the national
umbrella organisation for various associations of small producers in the country (representing more than 1.3 million
families), many of which are or have
been SOS Faim partners (APPCACAO,
CORPAPA, JNC, COOPECAN and so
on). CONVEAGRO has strengthened
its role as the main interlocutor between the farming world and the state.
In 2012, lobbying by the organisation
helped get various laws and regula-

tions, it had been involved in drafting,
passed into law. These included an act
which promotes the inclusion of small
farmers through cooperatives; a regulation within the GMO Act; a decree
implementing a Multisector Commission for food and nutrition security; a
decree ensuring legal security of tenure;
and, a resolution for the establishment
of the “Andean Plan” (which, promotes
a healthy diet based on local products).
Support for the “Central Café & Cacao
del Perú” (CAFE PERU COCOA) con-

© SOS Faim - CRA.

tinues and is reflected by strengthening
the capacity of its 11 core cooperatives
and 10,300 families of small producers.
This support includes: capacity building
for the cooperatives in production and
processing, leadership training for leaders and managers of cooperatives, and
more. Support for commercial initiatives is also given to members, such as
financing participation in international
fairs. With regard to the cooperatives’
and their members’ financing, in addition to the various types of direct fund-

ing to which many of them now have
access, SOS Faim supports them via
FOGAL and via several members of CIDERURAL (four of whom were created
by cooperatives of coffee or cocoa producers).

FOGAL: greater autonomy
FOGAL (Guarantee Fund Latin America), which has been financially independent since 2007, remains a key player in the funding strategy of SOS Faim’s
rural partners in Andean America. In

2012, alongside its role as a guarantor
for financial institutions, it increased its
portfolio of direct loans. The guarantees
have enabled beneficiary organisations
to access nearly US$9,055,000 in credit,
which, added to its direct loans, makes
a volume of credit offered of nearly
US$10.3 million. Fogal is operationally self-sufficient to a level of 148%.
Although still primarily a Peruvian operation, Fogal has diversified its funding
into Ecuador.

SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Where our partners are located
Ecuador
CEPESIU

Centre for Enterprise and Employment

	
CAAP
Andean Centre for Popular Action

FOGAL

Latin American Guarantee Fund

Peru
	CONVEAGRO

National Peruvian Agrarian Convention

JNC

Junta Nacional del Café
(National Federation of Coffee growers)

A
 PPCACAO

National cocoa producers’ association

CIDERURAL

Savings and loans, and rural development cooperative

FOGAL

Latin American Guarantee Fund

cafe cacao peru

Union of coffee and cocoa producers’ organisations

CEVSI / AGROVAS

Union of cooperatives - Valle Sagrado de los Incas

CCCCH / COOSE-CCCH

Union of farm workers’ communities - Chumbivilcas

ACCCR / COOPAIR

Union of farm workers’ communities -Ranracancha
ASCENPROMUL / COOPAIN

Quinoa producers’ association – Cabana

Bolivia
AOPEB

Association of Organic Producer Organisations of Bolivia

RED

OEPAIC

Network of Artisans’ Organisations

FINCAFE

Financial services for the coffee sector
	
PRO RURAL
Rural development NGO

FONDOECAS

Agricultural producers’ economic support fund

	
CIUDADANIA
Support NGO
FOGAL

Latin American Guarantee Fund

10
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Key
microfinance institutions

Partner supported by SOS Faim Belgique

FARMERS’ ORGANISATIONS

Partner supported by SOS Faim Luxembourg
Partner supported by SOS Faim Belgique
and Luxembourg

	
OTHERS

Senegal
FONGS

National Federation of Farmers’ Organisations
	
PDIF

Integrated Development Programme – Fatick
CNCR

National Council for Rural Cooperation
and Consultation
	FAPAL

Federation of Farmers’ Associations of Louga

	EGAB

Alliance of Associated Groups of Barkedji

	UJAK

Union of the Young farmers of Koyli Wirnde

		 FIARA

International Agriculture and Animal Resources Fair

Eritrea
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

Mali
CNOP
National Coordination of
Farmers’ Organisations Mali

Ethiopia
FC
Facilitators for Change

Sexagon
Farmers’ Union - Office
du Niger

DECSI
Debit, Credit and Saving Institution

KAFO JIGINEW
Microfinance institution

SFPI
Specialized Financial and Promotional Institution

Sexagon KAFO JIGINEW
(Fair)
Rural Initiatives Support
Fund

BUUSA GONOFAA
HARBU Microfinance

COPON
Farmers’ Cooperatives
of Office du Niger

Hundee

Democratic Republic of Congo
Cameroon

Burkina Faso
FNGN - RGSA
National Federation of NAAM
Groups –Network of Food Security
Grain Banks
FNGN - RBTEC
National Federation of NAAM
Groups –Network of Baoré
Tradition Savings & Loans
institutions
CPF
Farmers’ Confederation of Faso
APIL
Association for the Promotion of
Local Initiatives
	
APESS

Association for the Promotion of
Livestock-Breeding in Sahel and
Savannah
ROPPA
Network of West-African
Farm workers’ and Producers’
Organisations

	
APESS
Association for the Promotion of
Livestock-Breeding in Sahel and
Savannah
		SAILD
Local initiatives support service
	NOWEFOR
North West Farmer’s Organization

PAIDEK
Support Programme for Economic Development Initiatives - Kivu
	
CENADEP

National Support Centre for Development and Popular
Participation

GAMF
Association of microfinance institutions - South Kivu
TGD
Gender in Development
AK
Friends of Kivu

Niger
MOORIBEN
Federation of Unions of Farmers’
Groups of Niger
Fucopri
Federation of unions of rice farmers’
cooperatives of Niger

Benin
	ANOPER
National Association of Professional
Ruminant Breeders’ Organisations
RENACA
National network of self-managed
village savings & loans societies

	RéPAB
Pineapple Producers Network of Benin

SOS Faim
SOSActivity
Faim Rapport
Report 2012
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Focus

Sustainable harvests
from family farms

SOS Faim-ML.

How, while 870 million people still suffer from hunger, shall we feed tomorrow’s 9 billion people on our
planet? This worrying question is at the heart of the measures taken by SOS Faim’s partners, all of whom
are determined to make food sovereignty the foundation of their countries’ food security. In her internationally successful film, MM. Robin highlighted the key role family farming plays in feeding people, both
in developed and industrialised countries.

In light of the daunting challenges facing
agriculture, greater consideration must
be given to the potential capacity of
smallholders. With their multi-functionality (see editorial), and focus on agroecological farming practices, they are the
cornerstone of a system that needs to be
developed and established as an alternative to the agro-industrial model.
It is with this aim that SOS Faim’s partners orient their activities. Here are a
few examples:
12
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Since 2008, SOS Faim has supported the
Burkina NGO, APIL in its development
of an irrigated market garden project,
which now benefits 600 producers (including 350 women) from 15 villages
in the Centre-Nord region. Market
gardening activities were further intensified in 2012 with the extension of
the developed areas, from 20 to 22 ha
and the inclusion of 100 new members
(bringing the total number of beneficiaries up to 600).

Meanwhile, APIL also uses a portion of
the funding received from SOS Faim for
activities aimed at improving rainfed
crops, as well as literacy and civic participation in the decentralization process.
The support includes assisting producers
diversify and increase agricultural output
by strengthening their organisational
and management capabilities (in agriculture, livestock and beekeeping), improving farming practices (increasing areas
farmed, improving soil quality, diversi-

ily farms at the heart of its programmes.
This choice is not in the least bit nostalgic, it reflects the importance of the current and potential role of family farms
in assuring Senegal’s food security, its
sustainable management of natural resources, its construction of diverse local and regional economies that create
jobs and more widely their central role
in preserving the social, territorial, cultural and political balance.”
For nearly 20 years, through its field
studies, congresses and Forum, the
CNCR has monitored the level of recognition of the key role family farms play
in West African economies. This work,
which bears fruit at the national level,
also opens the way for other farmers’
organisations in the sub-region. It is no
coincidence that MM. Robin filmed the
Senegalese onion market as it perfectly
illustrates the benefits that have derived
from policy decisions to protect local
producers, obtained through CNCR’s
political advocacy work.

© SOS Faim-CRA.

In Latin America,

fying and intensifying grain and market
garden production, installing beehives,
and so on), training in environmentallyfriendly production techniques (agriculture and livestock), as well as promoting
the full participation of women in the
groups’ activities. Reforestation campaigns and the development of agroforestry also contribute to this process.
APIL’s support targets production, for
which it promotes suitable agro-ecological methods (production and use of
compost, stone bunds, and so on).

Promoting sustainable family farming is
also part of the political advocacy work
our partners do. At a forum entitled
“Family farms are the main providers
of food and wealth in West Africa”, the
president of the national farmers’ organisation, the Conseil national de concertation et de coopération des ruraux
du Sénégal (CNCR), noted in the introduction: “The CNCR, aware that agricultural and rural development is best
promoted by those who practice and
live from agriculture, has placed fam-

sustainable family
farming’s role is also defended by organisations like AOPEB, the national
umbrella body representing the interests
of organic producers. It continues to
grow and currently includes 75 organisations and almost 70,000 core members (47% women) across Bolivia’s nine
departments. AOPEB continues to work
on two levels: defending the interests of
small organic producers, its role is particularly active in the National Council
for Ecological Production (CNAPE) and
supporting sustainable coffee production. This aspect of the programme that
is being implemented jointly with FINCAFE aims to support producers from
three coffee cooperatives in the implementation of sustainable agro-forestry
systems in order to renovate their plots.
57 families have been trained to implement agroforestry systems and have received a medium-term credit from FINCAFE allowing them to cover the costs
of the renovation. These three cooperatives have increased their production to
312 tonnes in 2012.
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Information

In the North, inform the public
and influence decision-makerss
Launched in 2011 to promote agroecology, the ambitious film by Marie Monique Robin, that SOS Faim
co-produced, saw the light of day after 18 months of shooting. Entitled “Crops of the future”, the film
was a huge success with journalists, policy makers, the public and the voluntary sector.

Aware and informed citizens

In 2012, SOS Faim launched a campaign
to educate the public and decision makers about the consequences of financial
speculation in agricultural commodities
“You don’t play with food.” This type
of speculation has spread in recent years
increasing volatility and price spikes in
agricultural markets. This does not
benefit small producers who bear price
cuts much more than they benefit from
prices rises. At the same time, speculation increases the vulnerability of the
poorest consumers.
The aim of the campaign is to educate
the public and policy makers, as well as
banks, so that these speculative practices
can be banned. This involves regulation
of agricultural financial markets at both
the Belgian and European levels (MiFID).
The campaign was launched across
Belgium through six awareness-raising
stands at Libramont, Esperanzah, Valériane, Bruxelles-Champetre, Pic Nic, and
Bruxitizen.
The campaign has also been widely circulated on the web, using a teaser video
clip and at various meetings and conferences SOS Faim participated in.
More than 6,200 petitions were signed
between July and December 2012, in
14
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SOS Faim organised a press viewing, a
preview session during the AlimenTerre
Festival in Belgium and in the “Cinéma
du Sud” Festival in Luxembourg, as well
as a projection at the European Parliament in November. The film was shown
on ARTE, RTBF and RTL television
channels, through which it was seen by
hundreds of thousands of spectators.
SOS Faim also co-organised numerous
projections in NGO networks in Frenchspeaking Belgium.

Marie-Monique Robin, who directed Crops of the Future, meeting the public at the AlimenTerre festival
where her film was screened.

collaboration with the Luxembourg
office where SOS Faim promoted the
campaign, which was endorsed by
many Belgian and Luxembourg NGOs.
The AlimenTerre film festival is now a
fixture of the festival agenda, whose
audience exceeded 1,000 spectators
across 7 film screenings. After each film,
a panel discussion was held with guests,
including partners from the South, journalists, film-makers, farmers and specialists in agricultural topics.
The lecture series “Meet the South” for
students of colleges and universities in
Belgium is a key activity for SOS Faim
and has been a great success.

In addition, SOS Faim has continued
its involvement in the project “Jeunes
Agros & souveraineté alimentaire”
(Young Agronomists & food sovereignty) in collaboration with the organisations ADG and VSF, and five Walloon
agronomy colleges. In this context, a
new teaching tool was developed consisting of three worksheets, video clips
and a website on the subject of milk,
agroecology and access to land.2
In total, roughly 1,000 students were
made aware of SOS Faim’s work on
these subjects.
2: All the tools can be downloaded at: www.jagros.be

In the run up to the Rio climate summit, SOS Faim Luxembourg organised a
conference to hear the voice of a man
from Senegalese civil society, who is recognized as FONGS’s climate expert. He
attends major international conferences
on their behalf. FONGS is an SOS Faim
partner organisation.

© SOS Faim.

SOS Faim Luxembourg commissioned
a Burkinabe company to produce “Le
Blues des paysans, du Luxembourg au
Burkina Faso, les causes communes
des paysans” (Farmer blues, from Luxembourg to Burkina Faso - the causes
farmers share), a film offering a fresh
perspective on farmers’ circumstances
at the beginning of the twenty-first
century. The film was broadcast several
times before various audiences in the
Grand Duchy, with the aim of building
bridges between African and European
smallholder farmers. The invitation to
come to Luxembourg that was extended to one of the protagonists of the film
brought an added dimension to discussions and allowed the farmer, who
was visiting Europe for the first time, to
share his experiences with a wide audience, as well as information about his
very remote village community.

Farmer leader, Mr. Cissokho, at a press conference in Luxembourg on the consequences of speculation on
food commodities.

The website that serves both SOS Faim
organisations has continued its significant increase in visitor numbers with
59,592 visits in 2012, or an average of
163 visits per day. Visitor numbers have
increased 156% within two years.

Dajaloo is a newsletter that SOS Faim
Belgique uses to communicate with its
supporters. Five issues were published
in 2012 and sent to 6,880 people in
hard copy and to 2500 recipients electronically.
Four interns joined SOS Faim Belgique’s
Information Service, while SOS Faim
Luxembourg gave work experience to
two volunteers from Italy and Germany,
for between two and four months to
nine months for the volunteers. In the
South, five trainees completed intern-

© SOS Faim.

Social networks have been heavily invested in to relay our content and thus
attract a wider audience. SOS Faim is
present on social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, WordPress and scoop.
it. This presence serves to increase the
visibility of the organisation and its activities, while also advertising its website.
The conferences our partners hold in further education establishments draw large audiences.

ships in Latin America (Peru and Bolivia)
with the following partners: Coopain
Cabana, Central Café y Cacao del Perú,
Pro Rural and RED OEPAIC.
Following a press trip organised in Senegal in June 2012 for a group of Europeans to meet SOS Faim’s partners,
journalists from German, Czech, Belgian

and Luxembourg dailies published several articles on the challenges of family
farming.
The ongoing “Paroles du Sud” monthly
column in the Quotidien newspaper of
Luxembourg, provides a regular platform for SOS Faim and the issues it
deals with.
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Information
The release of MM. Robin’s documentary Crops of the future, in October, included a close collaboration
with RTBF television and radio group
in Belgium and newspapers such as
l’Echo, Le Ligueur, Nature et Progrès,
FUGEA’s newspaper, amongst others,
and, in Luxembourg, with RTLuxembourg and national newspapers, but
also with NGOs from the Grand Duchy
that wanted to be associated with the
screening of the film as well as with
the round of visits MM. Robin made
to meet several ministers, the press and
the grand ducal agricultural college.

SOS Faim, beyond a commitment to
campaigns and signing petitions, provides citizens with the opportunity to
be part of a dynamic movement, which
enables SOS Faim Belgique to strengthen these activities, or even, in the case
of the Festival AlimenTerre to organise
them at all. Dozens of volunteers, organised in work groups, participate in
various activities in Belgium, assuming
responsibilities, accepting goals, and using their creativity.

SOS Faim and other networks
In order for SOS Faim to coordinate its
initiatives with other organisations and
increase their reach, it collaborates with
various groupings in both Belgium and
Luxembourg.
In Belgium, SOS Faim supports Alliance
AgriCongo, which now includes nine
Belgian NGOs that actively support agriculture in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, in conjunction with local farmer
organisations. The Coalition contre la
faim continues its work ensuring family
farming and farmers’ organisations benefit from Belgian international development aid policy. SOS Faim has informal
chairing responsibilities.
The Cotonou Network, which SOS participates in, along with a dozen other
Belgian NGOs, worked in particular on
organising the 11th European Development Fund. Within RABAD, a Brussels
network for sustainable food, SOS Faim
joined an awareness campaign on bread.
A new informal platform of NGOs fighting against speculation in agricultural
commodities was set up in Belgium in
the second half of 2012. It brings to16
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Engaged citizens

A motivated group of “ You don’t play with food” campaigners at the Libramont Fair.

gether NGOs such as CNCD, Oxfam,
Caritas, as well as the Réseau Financement Alternatif, FairFin, and others.
SOS Faim has been working on the issue since early 2012, and plays a major
role within the group. Advocacy work
is carried out collectively. In terms of
partnership and synergies with other
organisations, of note are the 22 Belgian and foreign organisations that supported SOS Faim’s “You don’t play with
food” campaign. This support involved
promoting the campaign to a wider audience and strengthened SOS Faim’s
links with these organisations. The campaign was presented on www.sosfaim.
org and proposed an on-line petition.
To support the campaign and disseminate it to a wider audience, with a view
also to gathering more petition signatures, campaign inserts appeared at the
end of year in six Luxembourg national
dailies. The two SOS Faim organisations worked very closely together on
advocacy during the campaign against
speculation on agricultural commodities. SOS Faim Luxembourg was able to
rally ASTM and CARITAS to the cause
in the Grand Duchy, as well as the national NGO umbrella organisation, Le
Cercle des ONGs and the theme was
included in the agenda of the Assises de
la Coopération (annual international development policy conference). To back

up the demands being made, Mr Cissokho, the notable West African farmer
leader, was invited to witness the devastation caused by speculation in agricultural commodities to small farmers
in the South. At the end of the Assises,
the group of Luxembourgish NGOs
launched the campaign at a press conference that was widely covered by the
country’s media.

Inform decision makers
As in years past, three tools are available to raise awareness amongst Belgium
and Luxembourg decision-makers: a
newsletter on food sovereignty, the
Défis Sud publication and audio-visual
productions.
Published with the support of Inter-réseaux, the “Food Sovereignty” newsletter is jointly distributed by Inter-réseaux
and SOS Faim to more than 7,000 recipients.
Six issues of Défis Sud are published
annually. The publication targets Belgian and European development policy
middle management and decision makers for its audience, focussing on the
challenges of rural development in the
South, including the positions of rural
stakeholders. A newsletter announcing
the publication of each issue with links

© SOS Faim.
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“Cereal killers” in action in Luxembourg.

to its full contents is also sent by e-mail
to 1,200 subscribers.
A Défis Sud conference on the issue of
agroecology further exploring previous
research on the subject was organised
in Belgium.

Lobbying decision makers
SOS Faim lobbies policymakers, both
political and administrative, at several
levels: European, Belgian and Luxembourgish.
At the European level, of particular note
is the meeting with the European Commissioner for Development Andris Piebalgs, in partnership with West African
farmers’ platforms. There was a meeting with Jean Feyder, co-organised by
SOS Faim in the European Parliament,
in light of his book “Hunger Kills” and
a meeting with DG AGRI of the European Commission on plans for the International Year of Family Agriculture,
in 2014.
As usual, SOS Faim and the West African farmer platforms participated actively in the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly. These occasions are an
opportunity to network with both ACP
and European officials, and these connections prove valuable beyond these
meetings in each farmer platform’s na-

A protest during the “You don’t play with food.”
campaign, in front of the EU parliament.

tional context. In addition to this participation, a working meeting was held
with the Danish Minister for Development Cooperation, as well as staff from
the Belgian Ministry for Development
Cooperation.

parliamentarians as well as with Ministers. Visits from partners have provided
many opportunities to draw the attention of decision-makers to issues related
to family farming, agro-ecology, and the
common agricultural policy and so on.

Finally, in September, as part of the
campaign against speculation in agricultural commodities, together with
other international NGOs (FoE, WDM,
Compact), SOS Faim lobbied the European Parliamentarians from different
political groups who were responsible
for the report on the European MiFID
directive (on markets in financial instruments). A meeting was finally scheduled
in November, with staff at the Belgian
Ministry of Finance in charge of issues
related to speculation in agricultural
commodities, and before that, one with
the Belgian Permanent Representation
to the EU on the same topic.

The intensification of this advocacy
work has happened in tandem with a
working more closely with networks
and with deepening synergies between
SOS Faim and other NGOs or groups of
NGOs. Emblematic of this trend is undoubtedly the Cereal Killer campaign
that SOS Faim Luxembourg took part
in with 21 other associations with the
aim of obliging decision makers to take
into account the fact that biofuels are
not a solution, neither in tackling global
warming nor for energy supply.

At the annual meeting held on the occasion of World Food Day (16th October),
meetings with Belgian federal parliamentarians focused on the coherence
of Belgian policies and measures to be
taken against speculation in key agricultural products.

Farming Dynamics and Zoom Microfinance are published to feed the debate
among Belgian and Luxembourgish development actors about our partners’
practices. Over 2,500 decision makers
receive paper or electronic copies.

SOS Faim Luxembourg, keen to
strengthen is lobbying capacity, has
held meetings and discussions with
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Resources

Financial resources to realise our
and our partners’ ambitions
Private donations: Generosity is alive and well.
2012 saw a slight increase in the amount collected from the public in Belgium (€897,876.16).
In Luxembourg, however, funds raised decreased slightly compared to 2011 (-2.4%, excluding
Donations through wills).
Growth of 1.5% in Belgium was
achieved mainly through an increase
in the average donation per donor per
year reaching €91 in 2012 compared to
€69 only 5 years ago. In Luxembourg,
the donation average amounted to
€56.88. This is larger than the average
in 2011 of €55.51. This is due to there
being fewer but more generous donors.
At both associations, many donors appear to want to support the work being
done to a greater extent, which they
achieve by setting up a standing order.
This method of donating accounted
for 44% of funds raised in Belgium
and 16% in Luxembourg. Donations
through wills received in Belgium have
been stable over recent years.

Funding Sources

European Union 0,8%

Private Donations 16,6%

Miscellaneous 2,0%

National and regional ministries 80,6%

Public resources and partnerships
with businesses
With regard to public funding, cofinancing from the Belgian Directorate
General for Development Cooperation
is up 5.8%. The Belgian government is
far and away SOS Faim’s largest donor,
even though its contribution would fall
if private donations were to weaken.
Financing from the Wallonia - Brussels
Federation was slightly down.
In Belgium, funding from companies
through the “Entrepreneurs pour entrepreneurs” association have not met
our expectations, though, donations by
BRS and Codur are of the order envisaged. The Dutch association, ICCO, has
helped fund our partners with €20,000.
At SOS Faim Luxembourg, companies
account for 6.5% of funding raised
and local authorities 4.5% (10 municipal grants in 2012 came to a total of
€22,312). Raiffeisen Bank has supported SOS Faim Luxembourg since 2007
and remains by far its largest institu18
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tional donor. The real estate company
Codur SA continued its support for SOS
Faim in 2012, with a split donation to
SOS Faim Belgique and Luxembourg
destined for a shared partner (APIL in
Burkina Faso).
Unlike in 2011, no foundation supported SOS Faim Luxembourg in 2012
but the Diddeléng Hëlleft association
continued its support albeit for a lesser amount in 2012 (€3,000 in 2012 as
against €4,000 in previous years).

A web of institutional
relationships to strengthen
our strategy
Both in Belgium and Luxembourg, SOS
Faim is a committed participant in a
number of thematic networks of associations. They seeks to help determine
the direction taken by these networks
and gain from their output and the con-

tribution of their members to further
enhance the impact of actions taken.

Relationships
the two NGOs share
Both SOS Faim associations are founding members of the French association
Inter-réseaux with whom they collaborate in debating and reflecting upon the
concerns of farmers’ organisations and
rural development issues. The two associations are also founding members
of the European Microfinance Platform,
which seeks to deepen discussion on
this mode of financing the development
of economic activities. SOS Faim is responsible for leading the working group
on rural finance. To participate in the
diversification of funding sources for its
southern partners, SOS Faim Belgique
and Luxembourg hold an equity stake
in Alterfin, while the Belgian association
also sits on its Credit Committee which

rules on loan applications. Of course,
both SOS Faim organisations are members of their respective national NGO
platforms, ACODEV in Belgium and Le
Cercle des ONGD in Luxembourg, and
as such, are part of a European dimension through the action of the European
umbrella body, Concord.

Relationships in Luxembourg
In Luxembourg, SOS Faim is a member of Fairtrade Lëtzebuerg, Don en
Confiance and the Luxembourg Round
Table on Microfinance. It also has a
close relationship with Action Solidarité
Tiers Monde, notably in the shape of
a consortium-led Framework Cooperation Agreement. SOS Faim is also a
shareholder in LMDF, Luxembourg Microfinance and Development Fund and
SIDI, a specialized microfinance social
investor based in France. In 2012, SOS
Faim joined IMS, l’Institut pour le Mouvement Sociétal.

At the European level, SOS Faim Belgique and Luxembourg are in regular contact with Glopolis (Czech Republic) and CFSI and CCFD (France),
ICCO and CORDAID (Netherlands),
amongst others.

© SOS Faim-ML.

SOS Faim Belgique collaborates with
the Belgian association Vredeseilanden
on specific issues, notably in supporting Latin American producer organisations and the advocacy work of West
African farmers’ platforms. It is an active member of platforms such as the
Coalition contre la faim, AgriCongo,
Réseau Cotonou-Belgique and Rabat.
SOS Faim is a member and currently sits
on the board of trustees of the national
umbrella organisation of international
solidarity associations, CNCD-11.11.11.
It is also a member of the board of
Acodev, the Belgian federation of francophone NGOs. It maintains close relations with Oxfam Solidarité, FIAN,
TRIAS, Solidarité socialiste and the Walloon farmers’ organisations, FUGEA and
the Union of Walloon women farmers.
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Finances

Income Statement and balance sheet
Income Statement 2012 (€)
REVENUES

Belgium

Luxembourg

Total

Private donors

897,876.16

481,922.47

1,379,798.63

1

Institutional donors

100,178.46

-

100,178.46

2

13,785.66

-

13,785.66

4

140,199.76

-

140,199.76

44,389.51

30,312.00

74,701.51

3

4,579,809.55

-

4,579,809.55

3

-

3,274,904.33

3,274,904.33

3

Wallonie-Bruxelles International Development Cooperation

47,634.00

-

47,634.00

3

Maribel social - Employment Assistance

16,775.93

-

16,775.93

Financial products

61,406.34

14,714.58

76,120.92

Miscellaneous

18,884.06

18,007.01

36,891.07

5,920,939.43

3,819,860.39

9,740,799.82

4,430,318.96

2,936,975.74

7,367,294.70

-

250,892.37

250,892.37

Fund-raising

172,676.31

66,646.95

239,323.26

6

Development education activities

254,522.88

87,140.95

341,663.83

7

Operating costs & depreciation

144,576.79

161,018.05

305,594.84

1,151,203.39

465,630.09

1,616,833.48

12,932.34

1,995.50

14,927.84

-108,075.99

23,334.55

-84,741.44

6,058,154.68

3,993,634.20

10,051,788.88

-137,215.25

-173,773.81

-310,989.06

NGOs
Donations through wills
European Development Cooperation
Belgian Development Cooperation - DGD
Luxembourg Development Cooperation - MFA

TOTAL REVENUES

CHARGES
Projects
Project expenditure through other NGOs

Staff costs
Financial expenses
Extraordinary charges
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET INCOME

The total of the main entries for each organisation
is only indicative because the accounting rules
the two entities follow differ slightly.
1 Donations received from private donors
2 Donations received from foundations,
municipalities and businesses
3 Co-financing received from public entities
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4 D
 onations received from SOS Faim
Luxembourg for joint projects
5 Amount of funding to partners
6 Expenses incurred during public und-raising
campaigns
7 Expenditure on development education
activities

5

Balance sheet (€)
ASSETS

Belgium

Luxembourg

Total

Fixed assets

169,393.31

502,159.11

671,552.42

Receivables

196,246.27

4,085,329.78

4,281,576.05

2,811,287.57

1,406,094.49

4,217,382.06

8,087.24

-

8,087.24

3,185,014.39

5,993,583.38

9,178,597.77

2,188,551.29

4,824,572.24

7,013,123.53

7,452.30

74,190.04

81,642.34

Debts

760,351.32

1,094,821.10

1,855,172.42

Adjustments

228,659.48

-

228,659.48

3,185,014.39

5,993,583.38

9,178,597.77

Cash
Adjustments
TOTAL

LIABILITIES
Social Funds
Provisions

TOTAL

SOS Faim Belgique’s accounts, in
accordance with ASBL law, are:
• audited and Certified by the firm DCB
Collin & Desablens
• approved by the organisation’s General Assembly
• monitored, with regard to publicly
funded projects, by the European
Commission and the Directorate General for Development (Belgian Federal
Public Service)

• F iled at the Registrar’s Office of the
Tribunal de Commerce of Brussels and
at the Belgian Central Bank

•m
 onitored, with regard to publicly
funded projects, by the European
Commission and by the Luxembourgish Ministry of Foreign Affairs

SOS Faim Luxembourg’s accounts,
in accordance with ASBL law, are:

• fi
 led at Luxembourg’s Registre de
commerce et sociétés (R.C.S.)

• audited and certified by PKF ABAX
• approved by the organisation’s General Assembly

Breakdown of spending*
Financial expenses 0,15%
Fundraising 2,36%
Operating costs and depreciation 3,01%
Development education 3,37%

Spending on projects 75,16%

Staff 15,95%

* Spending less exceptional charges
SOS Faim Activity Report 2012
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Teams and Institutional

Belgium and Luxembourg,
team synergy
As they share a common goal and subscribe to the same philosophy of action, SOS Faim Belgique and
SOS Faim Luxembourg have for several years joined forces and resources to act together in many areas
of their work. The major strategies employed in the South are the same and are implemented in complete
synergy. In information dissemination, awareness-raising and advocacy activities, plans are carried out
in tandem and tools are shared.
The two associations are
structured along the same lines.
The General Secretary in Belgium and the

in Luxembourg, work alongside staff at the two organisations in
daily management. Their responsibilities
include coordinating their organisation’s
activities and reporting on the work of
their teams to the respective Boards of
Directors. • Freddy Destrait, the general
secretary of SOS Faim Belgique is assisted by Linda Gelmi and Sonia N’Kele.
• Thierry Defense, the director of SOS
Faim Luxembourg is assisted by Stéphanie Rajchel and Delilah Rehamnia.

is in charge
of partnerships with organisations in the
South. It is in permanent contact with
these organisations in order to better
manage projects. The Service is staffed
by: • Belgium: François Vandercam Laurent Biot, Christophe Brismé and François Cajot; • Luxembourg: Nedjma Bennegouch, Aude Ehlinger, François Legac
and Fanélie Meyer. Marc Mees coordinates this resource that the two organisations share. SOS Faim has an office in
Mali, staffed by Safiatou Malet Coulibaly.
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Director

The Partners Support Service

In Latin America, SOS Faim Belgique
has two branch offices to closely manage relationships with local partners,
which are staffed by • Peru (Lima):
Wilfredo Necochea Tello (Branch manager), Erika Canchari, Angela Cerna; •
Bolivia (Cochabamba): Cesar Soto Santisteban (Branch manager) and Margoth Salguero.

The Donor Relationship Service raises
funds from the public in line with ethical
principles detailed in the charter available on the website. It is staffed by •
Belgium: Sabine Chevalier, and • Luxembourg: Marion Bur.

The

The Department of Finance and Adminis-

Development

Education

Service

meanwhile, is responsible for defining
and implementing activities to inform,
raise-awareness amongst and mobilise
various target audiences (the general
22

public, students, youth, and so on) or to
lobby politicians and civil servants. The
Service is staffed by • Belgium: Pierre
Coopman, Jean-Jacques Grodent, Anne
Kennes, Antonella Lacatena, Annabel
Maisin, Virginia Pissoort and Clémentine Rasquin, and • Luxembourg: Marine Lefebvre, Laurence Thill and Lara
Zucchetto.
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tration prepares

annual budgets, monitors and manages day-to-day finances
and ensures compliance with internal
and external procedures. It is staffed

by • Belgium: Marianne Lebeau and
Ascension Nieto and • Luxembourg:
Kathy Klein.
General Assemblies and the Boards of
Trustees

General Assemblies ensure that both
SOS Faim keep the focus on their social and economic objectives of tackling
poverty in developing countries, and,
informing and mobilising in the North.
The Boards of Trustees approve strategies proposed by the Secretary General
or the Director, monitor their implementation and are particularly attentive
to the management of the financial and
human resources of the two entities,
respectively.

SOS Faim Belgique asbl

Rue aux Laines, 4
B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
T: +32 (0) 2 549 06 70
F: +32 (0) 2 514 47 77
@: info.be@sosfaim.org
www.sosfaim.org
Bank: IBAN BE83 0000 0000 1515
SOS Faim Luxembourg asbl

Action pour le développement
88, rue Victor Hugo
L-4141 Esch-sur-Alzette
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
T: +352 49 09 96
F: +352 49 09 96 28
@: Info-luxembourg@sosfaim.org
www.sosfaim.org
Bank CCPLLULL:
IBAN LU22 1111 0055 5526 000

© SOS Faim-ML.

SOS Faim Belgique in Peru

SOS Faim Belgique’s list of members at
31st December 2012 was as follows
(Trustees are in green):

•
Jean-Jacques Beauvois • Juliette Bouffioux • Thierry Defense • Laurence
Demaeght • Freddy Destrait • Freddy
Devreeze • Amadou Diop • Michel Falisse • Baudouin Hamuli Kabarhuza •
Sabine Heymann • Olivier Heck • Nicole
Hogger • Marek Hudon • Henri Jurfest
• Bruno Lambin • Anne-Hélène Lulling
• André Masset • Ephrem Mbugulize •
Marc Mees • Bernard Njonga • Wilfredo Necochea • Mamadou Ouedraogo
• Denis Pesch • Jean-Michel Pochet •
Roger Reul (President) • Céline Vandermotten • Marc Van Eerdewegh • Lucas
Van Wunnik • Patrick Venturini • Pierre
Vigneron (Treasurer).
Sergio Alvarez •

Manzi Bakuramutsa

list of members
at 31st December 2012 was as follows
(Trustees are in green):
SOS Faim Luxembourg’s

Soheil Assassi • Patrick Bilbault (Secretary) • Marc Binsfeld • Léonard Bovy • Diane Braas • Félix Buchler • Marc Césarini
• Ernest Cravatte • Laurence DemaeghtDeléhouzée • Françoise DemaeghtLegros • Guy de Muyser • Freddy Destrait
• Jean Feyder • Jean-Claude Franck •
Tom Graas • Christine Grégoire • Christiane Kayser • Monique Kieffer-Kinsch
(President) • Erik Kügener • Gérard Lecuit
• Guy Linster • Nicolas Margue • Marcel
Mart • Marc Mees • Benoît Morisset •
Bernard Njonga • Mamadou Ouédraogo
• Michèle Reisch-Wiroth • Bettina SchollSabbatini • Joakim Wahlman.

SOS Faim Perú
Av. Joaquín Madrid 371
San Borja - Lima 41, Peru
T: +511 223-7488
F: +511 225-3088
@: wne@sosfaim.org
SOS Faim Belgique in Bolivia

SOS Faim Bolivia
Calle Jordan 299 esquina Hamiraya
Cochabamba, Bolivia
T & F: +591 4-458 47 54
@: cso@sosfaim.org
SOS FAIM in Mali

Immeuble Kafo Jiginew
Rue 286, ACI 2000, Bamako, Mali
@:safiatou.malet@sosfaim.org
Contributors

Editing: Marine Lefebvre,
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This report is also available electronically in English, French and Spanish
and can be downloaded from the organisation’s website.
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